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Functional Movement 

Albuquerque, NM - Functional Movement is one of the new buzzword phrases you may be hearing at the gym, the physical 

therapist, or the doctor’s office.  But what is it? 

Proponents claim that Functional Movement focuses on building a body capable of doing real-life activities in real-life 

positions. Deanna Fisher, Certified Lifestyle and Nutrition Expert with a B.S. in Exercise Physiology, explains it as “training 

the muscles to work together synergistically.” 

Think of it as having a great workout at the gym.  You can bench-press more weight than ever.  You may be tight and toned, 

but when you pick up your suitcase on the way to the airport, you throw your back out.   

 “Conventional weight training has many benefits but isolates muscles,” says Fisher.  “The key to functional movement is 

teaching all of your muscles, tendons and ligaments to work and play well together.  Don’t try to hurry the process; the 

longer you’ve been away from exercise, the longer it takes to build your body.” 

Isolated weakness can wreak havoc in functional movement.  If you address integration, you have a much better result.  

Strong muscles remain strong, but weak muscles become stronger, lessening injury or accident.   

“The goal is pain-free movement,” continued Fisher. “Remaining physically healthy and avoiding injury is very important in 

our daily life activities.” 

Our muscles have been developing since birth; some are stronger, more dominant, and others are weaker.  In order to 

increase the strength of weaker muscles, we need functional movement training for the whole body. Proper functional 

movement is about moving our body with good posture and good body mechanics.  If the muscles create limitations and 

imbalances, our functional movement has a much higher chance to lead to injury.  

 “Quality is more important than quantity,” said Fisher.  “The quality of your movement, your proper form is key. Remember 

what Benjamin Franklin said ‘An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.” 

If you are interested in learning more about Functional Movement, Deanna Fisher’s recommendation is to hire an expert to 

teach you the fundamentals.  It is always recommended to see your provider before starting an exercise regimen. Vessel 

Health is a leader in cardiovascular health and prevention.  Please contact our office if you are interested in finding out more 

about functional movement, lifestyle programs, nutrition, or our overall approach to cardiovascular wellness at 505-828-

3000. 

# # # 

Founded by Harvey J. White, MD, Vessel Health LLC is an established consultative medical practice focusing on personalized 
cardiovascular health promotion.  For more information visit us on Facebook or www.vesselnm.com. 
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